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ABSTRACT
The optical properties of planar semiconductor microstractures and threedimensional nanostructures containing narrow linewidth Ino.04Gao.96As quantum wells are
studied in this dissertation. The interaction of quantum-well excitons with light in
environments different from free space gives a pronounced effect on the optical response.
N periodically arranged quantum wells are coupled to each other by light leading to N
exciton-polariton eigenmodes. Each eigenmode is characterized by a distinct energy and
radiative lifetime depending on the periodicity of the quantum wells. For a period of
about half the excitonic transition wavelength, linear measurements of reflection,
transmission, and absorption show significant features of the light-coupled eigenmodes.
At Bragg periodicity, the oscillator strengths of all quantum well excitons are
concentrated into one superradiant mode resulting in an N times increased radiative decay
rate. The slope of the reflectivity linewidths versus N gives the radiative linewidth of the
quantum well exciton. For off-Bragg periodicity, however, other eigenmodes become
optically active and show their features in reflection and absorption spectra.
Oxide-aperture three-dimensional nanocavities containing a single quantum well are
investigated. The discrete transverse modes due to the lateral confinement of the optical
field are observed in empty cavities with various aperture sizes. The linewidth
measurements of the cavity modes show quality-factor values around 2000 for aperture
diameters down to 2 |j.m. This is high enough to give a strong light-coupling effect in the
nonperturbative regime, named normal mode coupling or vacuum Rabi splitting. The
anti-crossing behavior of exciton and cavity modes for a 2 |j.m diameter aperture cavity is
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measured in transmission by temperature tuning of the exciton resonance through the
lowest transverse cavity mode. A minimum splitting value of 3.9 meV and a splitting-tolinewidth ratio of 4.9 are obtained. Then, nonlinear pump-probe measurements on
nanocavities with several aperture sizes are performed. The transition from

the

nonperturbative regime to the weak coupling regime is observed as the pump power
increases. From the measured saturation powers for various aperture diameters, a photon
density of 90 photons/jj.m^ is found necessary to saturate the normal-mode peaks.
The effect of quantum fluctuations of the light field in the nonperturbative regime of
planar semiconductor microcavities containing quantum wells is studied. A pronounced
third transmission peak lying spectrally between the two normal modes is observed in
resonant single-beam-transmission and pump-probe measurements. Measurements on
three-dimensional nanocavities confirm the important role of guided modes for this
intriguing effect.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Explanation of the Problem
The interaction between light and matter (atoms, molecules, solid-state systems) has
been a very important topic for many scientists regarding fundamental studies and
applications. It has been studied both classically and quantum mechanically. Lorentz first
described this interaction by means of a damped harmonic oscillator driven by a timevarying electromagnetic field [1]. The absorptive and dispersive properties of materials as
a result of the field-oscillator coupling could be well explained as shown in Fig. l.I. Later
the interaction could be described quantum-mechanically by the concept of photons and
electronic states of matter, where electrons make transitions between quantum-mechanical
states via absorption and emission of photons [2]. Many optical properties of materials can
be understood and predicted accurately this way, and it applies to many scientific fields
like physics, chemistry, electronics, and material sciences to name a few. Especially in
semiconductor systems whose electronic properties have revolutionized solid state
electronic devices, many interesting optical properties of the systems are found as a result
of the coupling of light with the mobile carriers inside the semiconductor. Thus the optical
properties of this system are intimately related to electronic properties. Many studies of
these properties consequently have given birth to a variety of optoelectronic devices like
light modulators, light emitting diodes, laser diodes. Since the invention of semiconductor
lasers, in the early 1960s [3], they have been greatly affecting many areas of our lives
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of a Lorentz oscillator model and its optical properties (absorption
a and re&active index n).
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including the laser printer, the bar-code scanner, and the optical data storage systems like
CD and DVD players. The most significant contribution is to the revolution in information
commimications which also required the invention of low-loss fiber optical cables, which
can carry up to 10^ times more information than an electronic coaxial cable [4].
A new stage of light-matter coupling in semiconductor systems started with the advent
of semiconductor quantum wells (QWs), first proposed by Esaki and Tsu [5] at IBM in
1969 and first demonstrated by Dingle, Wiegmarm, and Henry at Bell Labs in 1974 [6].
As shown in Fig. 1.2, a QW is made in such a way that a thin ( a few nm's ) layer of a
semiconductor material is sandwiched between layers of a semiconductor material with a
larger bandgap forming a local trapping potential for the electrons and holes in the
structure. This low-dimensional system had new unusual optical and electronic properties
that might improve the performance of semiconductor devices [7, 8]. Technological
advances in growth techniques, such as molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) or metalorganic
chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD), allow the growth of semiconductor heterostructures
one atomic layer at a time, thus making possible the growth of semiconductor QWs with
interfaces precise within one or two atomic monolayers. A wealth of high-quality layered
structures

such

as

optical

microcavities,

quantum-well-embedded

microcavities,

superlattices, and multiple-quantum-well nanostructures has also been made possible by
these techniques. One can now tailor the optical properties of semiconductors according to
the needs, and investigate some fundamental physical phenomena and their applications
[9, 10, 11]. The VCSELs (vertical cavity surface emitting laser) developed in the late
1980s are one successful example of these techniques [12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. They have great
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Figure 1.2: (a) Quantum well structure using InxGai.xAs for the QW layer and GaAs as
the barrier material, (b) Conduction and valence band potentials for the structure of (a)
showing the confinement potential for the electrons and holes in the QW layer.
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advantages over traditional edge emitting lasers such as highly symmetrical beam profiles,
low threshold currents, and good temperature stability. Due to the surface emission
characteristics in VCSELs, one is able to fabricate monolithic one- and two-dimensional
arrays of many elements. Besides device applications like VCSELs, some interesting
fundamental effects of these new semiconductor systems have been studied including the
optical Stark effect [17, 18, 19, 20], photon echo [21, 22], quantum beats [23, 24], Rabi
flopping [25, 26], and vacuum Rabi splitting [27, 28]. More research is still underway, and
advancements in fabrication technology also continue until today. Recent progress in
microfabrication techniques involving reactive ion etching (RIB) and electron-beam
lithography has allowed a three-dimensional engineering of MBE-grown planar
microstructures [29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35]. Even more interesting phenomena and their
applications to better device performance might be possible in these nano-scale structures.
In this dissertation, the main emphasis of the work is the study of optical properties of
semiconductor micro- and nano-structures such as multiple quantum wells (MQW) made
of InGaAs QWs and GaAs barriers [36], and quantum-well-embedded three-dimensional
nanocavities which consist of an InGaAs single QW, a GaAs/AlAs distributed Bragg
reflector (DBR) bottom mirror, and a ZnSe/MgF top dielectric mirror containing an Aloxide aperture [35, 37, 38].

A Review of the Literature
In a semiconductor system, the absorption of light occurs in such a way that a light
quantum ( a photon ) is absorbed to promote an electron from the originally filled valence
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band into the originally empty conduction band leaving a hole in the valence band. In this
process, the Coulomb interaction between the electron-hole pair plays a very important
role for the correct understanding of the light-semiconductor interaction because the
electron and hole are charged particles. This attractive interaction actually leads to the
presence of a hydrogen-like bound state just below the conduction band called an
excitonic state. It gives a very sharp spectral line in absorption and photoluminescence. hi
a QW, the Is exciton has a larger binding energy and oscillator strength than in the bulk
case, leading to a more pronounced spectral feature (see Fig. 1.3) and becoming more
important in the optical properties of the system. Especially in a periodic arrangement of
semiconductor QWs as in Fig. 1.4 where the barriers are thick enough to block overlaping
of electronic wavefimctions of each QW, all QWs can be coupled radiatively [39, 40, 41,
42] for any periodicity leading to even more pronounced light-matter coupling. Treating
each QW as a single classical oscillator, a system of N light-coupled QWs should give rise
to N eigenmodes, or exciton-polariton modes. For Bragg periodicity (nbd = A.x/2, where d
is the QW period, Xx. is the vacuum wavelength corresponding to the exciton energy, and
nb is the background index), the N times broadening of the radiative linewidth of the
exciton-polariton

mode

(so-called "superradiance mode")

has

been

established

theoretically by Ivchenko et al [39]. The N times enhanced decay rate of the excitonic
polarization in degenerate four wave mixing (DFWM) experiments on GaAs/AlGaAs
QWs has been observed by Hiibner et al [43]. In the spectral domain, the reflection
linewidth broadening was first observed in CdTe/CdMnTe and in CdTe/ZnCdTe [44, 45].
A direct analogy of Bragg-spaced MQWs can be achieved by trapping ultra cold atoms in
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Figure 1.3: Absorption coefficient a of one of our Ino.04Gao.96As quantum well structures.
The Is eIectron(e)-heavy hole(hh) and the 2s e-hh transitions can be seen, as well as the
Is e-Iight hole(Ih). Only one quantum well bound state (n = 1) exists due to the shallow
quantum well potential.
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Figure 1.4: Schematic of a semiconductor multiple-quantum-well structure.
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planes of periodic light shift potentials, thus forming one-dimensional optical lattices with
a period close to an integer value of half the resonance wavelength. Once the specular
reflectivity per plane becomes important over the diffusive scattering loss, the collective
behavior of oscillators give rise to photonic band gaps and a N times increase of the
radiative damping rate is possible [46].
Another interesting subject of light-matter interaction is the coupling of matter to a
well-defined photonic mode formed by a cavity system surrounding the material. Long
ago it had been predicted by Purcell that the spontaneous emission rate of a
quasimonochromatic dipole could be controlled using a cavity to tailor the number of
electromagnetic modes to which it is coupled [47]. Oscillators put in a field antinode in a
cavity may even lead to an interaction strong enough that a periodic exchange of energy
between the two occurs many times before the excitation decays firom the system. If many
oscillators are involved, the system is in the nonperturbative regime. If this occurs for a
single oscillator, the coupled system is said to be in the strong coupling regime. This
requires that the ratio of the oscillator strength to cavity mode volume be sufficiently
large. More generally, both regimes can be said to exhibit what is known as normal-mode
coupling (NMC) or vacuum-field Rabi splitting (VRS). Signatures of this coupling occur
in reflection, transmission, absorption, and photoluminescence as double-peaked (or
double-dipped) spectra separated to either side of the uncoupled resonances. The anticrossing behavior of the two coupled modes can be mapped when the cavity resonance is
tuned through the oscillator frequency. In a classical picture [48], NMC occurs in such a
way that the space inside the cavity in terms of optical path length is distorted by light-
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Figure 1.5: (a) Illustration of the graphical solution for normal modes, (b) Illustration of
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Normal-mode-coupling transmission spectrum. One solution at Xj can not be observed
due to strong absorption at resonance.
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matter coupling, which leads to three different frequencies

satisfying the Fabry-Perot

resonance condition as illustrated in Fig. 1.5. (The Lorentz oscillators model is used here).
However, the central peak is strongly absorbed, resulting in only two transmission peaks.
Much of the fundamental work on vacuum Rabi splitting was accomplished by atomic
physicists experimentally and theoretically. A great deal of effort was made in the
fabrication of ultra-high finesse microwave and optical resonators to reach the
nonperturbative regime. Early results were achieved by using closed, liquid-helium-cooled
superconducting microwave resonators coupled to highly excited Rydberg states with
many atoms present on average in the resonator [49]. Gradual improvements have recently
led to true strong coupling [50], where, on average, only a single Cs atom is coupled to the
photon mode of an ultra-high finesse ( F~80000 ) dielectric resonator. In the
semiconductor world, on the other hand, the progress in crystal growth allowing the
fabrication of QWs with excitonic-transition linewidths on the order of 1 meV has made
possible the observation of NMC in planar semiconductor microcavities as shown in Fig.
1.6. Since the first observation of NMC in a semiconductor by Weisbuch et al [24], there
have been many studies in the linear and nonlinear regimes [28, 51, 52, 53, 54]. To make
the coupling effective, the QWs are placed in the anti-node of the electromagnetic wave in
the cavity. In most cases, the NMC measurements in semiconductor systems have been
made by coupling to either heavy-hole or light-hole quantum-well excitons at low
temperatures to avoid thermal (phonon) broadening of these transitions. However, also
some room-temperature NMC measurements have been reported [55, 56], and several
studies have also shown NMC splitting when coupling to bulk GaAs excitons [57, 58, 59].
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Figure 1.6: Schematic of a semiconductor microcavity structure containing one quantum
well.
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Some more interesting couplings involving three different oscillators have also been
reported, in which three coupled modes appear as dips in reflection spectra. In one case,
two coupled cavities contained three identical QW's in each [60]. In the other, a cavity
contained two non-identical QW's [61]. More recently, three-dimensional fabrication
techniques have been applied to planar microcavities to form a 3D nanocavity so that with
reduced mode volume, the nonperturbative coupling regime is achieved in tiny
semiconductor systems [29, 35]. In Fig. 1.7, several 3D cavities are shown [29, 35, 62, 63,
64], Using these nanocavities, we might hope to reach the quantum limit of NMC which is
already achieved in atomic systems [65]. Since the NMC splitting is proportional to the
square root of the oscillator strength divided by the cavity mode volume, the reduction of
the number of excitons involved in the coupling in a 3D nanocavity is compensated by
smaller mode volume. Ongoing research seeks a single oscillator with a large enough
oscillator strength for strong coupling in one of the 3D nanocavities. Interface-flucmation
quantum dots [66, 67, 68, 69, 70] are one promising possibility. From these many studies,
it is hoped that one can take advantage of the strong interaction to more efficiently guide
energy out of the system through the cavity mode, resulting in more efficient

and

directional LEDs.
An important tool for designing and understanding the optical properties of our sample
structures is a method for computing light propagation through a multi-layer structure. The
linear dispersion theory ( LDT ) using a transfer matrix approach based on Maxwell's
wave equations has been employed for these kinds of structures [71]. The wave equation
in frequency space is
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Figure 1.7: Examples of various three-dimensional nanocavities.
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(V^ + —e(co))E(z,co) = 0.

(LI)

Then the homogeneous solution for propagation in the z direction is
^ik(Q3)z —a(co)z/ 2 .
=Eo(co)e'~^-'"e

E(z,(o) = Eo(co)e

(1.2)

The absorption coefficient a(co) and the index n(co) are related to the complex dielectric
function s(co) = Sr(co) + iei(co) as follows.

n(co) =
a(o}) =

+
©

n(co)c

8,(0).

(1.3)
(1.4)

Consider the situation of an electromagnetic wave, Eq. (1.2), incident on a multi-layer
structure as shown in Fig. 1.8. In the incident medium L there is a forward propagating
incident wave and a backward reflected wave which give a total field E(z,m) = Ef + Eb or
El(Z,co) =

( 1.5 )

and in the medium R to the right of the first interface
ER(z,(o) = R,((o)e''''^^"^^e-"'^^"'^''

( 1.6)

Here kt, ka are the wavenumbers, and aL,aR are the absorption coefficients of medium L
and R, respectively. Along with the boundary conditions for the electric field E and its
derivative dE/dz to be continuous at the interface, we have the relation in matrix form

V L_(co)

R_(co)

(1.7)
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Figure 1.8: Schematic showing incident and reflected light in the incident medium L,
forward and backward propagating light in each layer, and only forward propagating light
transmitted through the structure.
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where
ko +ia„ /2,
^2^ J ""R
'^^^^'(kR-kL)2^,-(aB-gL)z/2
k^ +ia^/2
M=kR+iccR/2^
2
p-R
' ^^^i(kR+kL)z^-(aR-fa,_)z/2
k^ +iaL /2

kj^ +iao '/2.
-^^^-iCkg+k, )2^(aR4ai )z/2
kL+iaL/2
ko ^^"^R
H-itto /2
^ "-R
-^^^-KkR-kiJz^CaR-aJz/Z
k^-f-iaL/2

'

(1.8)

For a multilayer structure, a transfer matrix for the entire structure can be constructed by
multiplying matrices at each interface:
M=

---M',

where M' is the matrix for the last interface, and

.(1.9)
is that for the Nth interface. For the

initial condition of L+(cc)) = 1, it can be written as
f 1 ^

M„

M,, ^t(co)^

^r(©)J

M„

M 22 yv 0 y

(1.10)

where r(oo), t(co) are the reflection and transmission coefficients, respectively. If we know
the absorption coefficient a(co) and the index n((u) for all layers, then r and t can be
directly obtained in terms of matrix elements of M
r(co)

M,,
M..

t(Q) =

1
(1.11)

M.

Finally the reflection R, transmission T, and absorption A can be calculated
R(co)=|r(co)|",

T((o) = |t(co)|\

A(co) = I-R(co)-T(co).

(1-12)

As mentioned above, the absorption coefficient a((B) and the index n(co) for all layers
should be known in order to calculate the optical response of the multilayer
semiconductor structures. For QWs, we can express the absorption coefficient and index
of the QW, including a background absorption ab((o) and index nb(oo), as
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Figure 1.9: (a) Absorption coefficient of the Is e-hh resonance in an Ino.04Gao.96As
quantum well sample extracted from a transmission measurement, (b) Refractive index
obtained by a ECramers-BCronig transformation of (a).
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Figure 1.10: (a) Measured reflectivity at a position on the sample where the interwell
spacing is 0.85^x/2 (solid), and at Bragg spacing (dashed), (b) Calculated reflectivity
spectra for both cases using the transfer-matrix formalism.
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Figure 1.11: Measured reflectivity spectrum of NMC73 with the cavity resonance around
X ~ 905 nm (dashed), and calculated reflectivity spectrum (solid).
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^Q\V (<o) «ctb(co) + AaQ,v(co)
(ca)~nb(oi) + AnQ^v(®)-

(1.13)

Then, a Kramers-ICronig transformation is used to get the refractive index fr-om the
measured absorption coefficient of the 2D QW Aagw, (see Fig. 1.9)
Aa(o)')

(1.14)

The ab((B) follows the 3D interband absorption. For the InGaAs QW as an example,
ab(co) and nb(co) are the interband absorption and index of bulk GaAs. There are two
major assumptions made for Eq. (1.14) :

Ub"

~

Sb

and Ahqw

« nb

which are true in most

cases.
Once aQw(<») and nQw(co) are known, the optical response of the structure can be
calculated from Eq. (1.7) through Eq. (1.12). Two examples of the LDT calculation are
presented in Fig. 1.10 (DBR13 MQW made of 30 InGaAs QWs with GaAs barriers) and
Fig. 1.11 (NMC73 microcavity with GaAs A.—spacer and GaAs/AlAs DBR mirrors). Both
cases show good agreement between calculated and measured reflection spectra.

Explanation of the Dissertation Format
The introduction to and motivation for the work in this dissertation are described in
previous sections. Also some of what has been done in my research area is reviewed. The
four manuscripts found in the appendices comprise the main body of this dissertation.
Each of them is a research topic in the general area "light-exciton coupling in
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semiconductor micro- and nano-structures". I made primary contributions to all the
research along with invaluable insight and counsel from my advisor and H.M. Gibbs. The
first manuscript (Appendix A) describes new research findings for our MQW samples
which consist of several QWs periodically spaced by barriers in layered structure. The
new features of exciton-polariton modes that appear off the Bragg resonance are well
explained in this paper for the first time. The samples were grown in the MBE machine
by H.M. Gibbs and G. Khitrova. J.P. Prineas and I designed and setup the experiment, cut
and polished the samples, and measured the reflectivity and transmission spectra. The
numerous data were analyzed using a LDT calculation program developed by ourselves.
J.P. Prineas wrote the paper, and I provided some editorial comments and a proofreading.
The second manuscript (Appendix B) describes the first experimental measurement of
NMC and cavity mode spectra in 3D high-Q oxide-aperture nanocavities which have tiny
lateral optical mode sizes down to 2 micron diameter. The third manuscript (Appendix C)
presents the first finding

of the small number of photons (—300) necessary to saturate

NMC in oxide-aperture 3D nanocavities. For both investigations, our samples were
fabricated into nanocavities by D.G. Deppe et al in Texas. The primary works have been
done by myself — setup, measurement, data analysis, and initial writing of the papers. The
fourth manuscript (Appendix D) explains the fundamental physics of the third peak seen
in the nonlinear regime of NMC in semiconductor planar and 3D nanocavities. M. Kira et
al in Germany did the theory, and D.G. Deppe et al in Texas fabricated the nanocavity.
My earlier work on 3D NMC nanocavities was essential to the 3D nanocavity third-peak
measurements which were conducted by myself and P. Brick. Those results provided a
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test of a theoretical prediction of the fiilly quantum theory by showing that the third peak
disappears when 3D optical confinement suppresses emission into guided modes.
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CHAPTER 2
PRESENT STUDY

The methods, results, and conclusions of this study are presented in the papers
appended to this dissertation. The following is a summary of the most important findings
in these papers.

1. Exciton-polariton eigenmodes in light-coupled InGaAs/GaAs semiconductor
multiple-quantum-well periodic structures
Linear measurements like reflection, transmission, and absorption on semiconductor
MQW systems which consist of N Ino.04Gao.96As QWs spaced periodically by GaAs
barriers are presented in this paper. Features of exciton-polariton modes in the N lightcoupled QWs are studied as a function of the number of QWs and periodicity. The
experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2.1. At Bragg periodicity (period d = XyJ2n), we
found a growing amplitude and an increasing radiative damping rate of the photonic
band-gap mode with increasing number of QWs in reflection measurements, the so-called
superradiant response. It is due to the light character of the eigenmode being swept out of
a photonic band-gap structure. The plotting of linewidth versus N gives a radiative
HWHM linewidth of ~27 jj-eV for the exciton resonance from the slope; the intercept
gives ~0.32 meV for the nonradiative and inhomogeneous linewidth. The LDT
reproduces this experimental result very well, and it also gives the field distribution
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Figure 2.1: Two experimental setups for reflection and transmission measurements, (a)
Scanning of monochromatized probe light, (b) Broadband probe light with CCD array
detector.
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inside the system at Bragg periodicity showing the field has minima located at each QW
position. This explains why experimentally the absorption has its minimum value at
Bragg resonance. At off-Bragg periodicity, the radiative coupling between QWs splits the
degenerate QW oscillators into N sublevels accumulating around two energ>' branches,
and all N modes start to become optically active to some degree. Direct evidence of the
formation of the split energy branches of the eigenmodes of the interacting system can be
seen in absorption spectra. Although difficult to interpret, reflection spectra show a rich
signature of each normal mode becoming optically active as the QW periodicity is
changed. Peaks and dips are seen peeling off for periods different from

the Bragg

spacing. The measurements at off-Bragg are also well reproduced by LDT calculations.

2. Normal-Mode Coupling of Exctons and Photons in Laterally Confined
Nanocavities — Toward the Quantum Statistical Limit
NMC in the nonperturbative regime is investigated using oxide-aperture 3D
nanocavities with various aperture sizes down to 2 |j.m, which are capable of confining
the optical field laterally. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2.2. The quantized
transverse optical modes of the nanocavities were measured as a function of the aperture
diameter. The transmission spectra clearly show discrete transverse mode peaks. As
expected, the modes shift toward higher energy and the spacing between modes increases
as the aperture size is decreased. For further verification of the lateral confinement of the
optical field, angular transmission measurements were performed for 3.5-|j.m- and 5-[j.maperture diameters by probing the sample about 10 degrees from normal incidence. It was
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Figure 2.2: Experimental setup for transmission measurement on oxide-aperture
nanocavities. A microscope objective with N.A. 0.3 is used to get smaller probe spot on
the samples.
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observed that the transverse mode energies do not change with angle, but the intensities
of the individual modes redistribute toward the higher energy states because the oblique
incident beam is more likely to excite higher energy modes. The measiurements of the
cavity linewidth show a quality factor above 1700 for aperture sizes larger than 2 (am,
which is high enough to give vacuum Rabi splitting with our narrow linewidth exciton
resonance. Finally, anti-crossing of the cavity mode and the exciton mode was measured
for the 2 ^im diameter aperture by temperature tuning of the excitonic transition. The
minimum splitting value of 3.9 meV and a splitting-to-linewidth ratio of 4.9 were
measured for zero cavity-exciton detuning. The minimum splitting value 3.9 meV is quite
close to 4.0 meV for the 2D reference sample. In conclusion, oxide-aperture nanocavities
are well suited to study the nonperturbative regime.

3. Saturation of normal-mode coupling in aluminum-oxide-aperture
semiconductor nanocavities
Nonlinear

pump-probe

measurements

were

performed

on

oxide-aperture

nanocavities to determine the number of photons needed to saturate NMC for each
aperture diameter. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2.3. The transmission spectra
of NMC for each aperture size were obtained with increasing pump power up to the point
where the weak coupling regime is reached. It was observed that the separation between
the two normal mode peaks decreases as the pump power increases and finally collapses
into one peak. The energetic positions of the upper normal-mode peak, plotted as a
function of pump power, clearly show the transition from the nonperturbative regime to
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Figure 2.3: Experimental setup for pump-probe measurement on oxide-aperture
nanocavities. The pump pulse is spectrally reduced by a pulse shaper, corresponding to a
pulse duration of about 2 ps.
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the perturbative regime for each aperture size. From each plot, we obtained the incident
pump powers necessary to give the same degree of saturation for all apertures. The same
measurement was also done on the 2D planar microcavity region of the same sample, and
the corresponding pump power on the region with a 50 |j.m spot diameter was obtained.
Using the previously determined number of photons to saturate NMC in a 2D planar
microcavity with a 50 |j.m diameter spot as a reference, we extracted the absolute number
of photons for saturation in oxide-aperture nanocavities. The photon number for aperture
diameters 2, 2.5, 3.5, 5, and 7 |j.m were plotted as a function of aperture area. Only 300
photons are needed for a 2-|j.m-diameter aperture, drastically reduced from 200,000 for a
50 |J.m beam waist on a planar microcavity. The best fit to the plot shows a density of 90
photons/|j.m~, which is in good agreement with the 100 photons/|im found in a planar
microcavity.

4. Quantum Correlations in the Nonperturbative Regime of Semiconductor
Microcavities
In this paper, the nonlinear optical response of semiconductor microcavities in the
nonperturbative regime is studied. Resonant single-beam-transmission and pump-probe
experiments were performed using the same semp as in the 3"^ paper. Both experiments
showed a pronounced third transmission peak lying spectrally between the two normal
modes. Two samples, a planar microcavity (NMC63) and a nanocavity (CAT17) were
used to compare the quanmm effects in two different light mode environments. Each
contained a single high-quality 8.5 nm In0.04Ga0.96As QW with an exciton absorption
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linewidth of about 0.6 meV. A fully quantum mechanical theory has been developed to
investigate this third peak phenomenon. The quantized light field bq, the interband
polarization

= <h.kek>, the carrier occupations J^k = <e\eic> and

= <A^-k^-k>, the

carrier-carrier Coulomb correlations, the quantum optical photon-photcon correlations, the
photon-assisted interband polarization <6^q/?-kek+q>, and the photon—assisted intraband
polarization <bq(e^k+qSk - ^-k^^-k+q)^ were included in the theory. Them, the transmission
of an electromagnetic field in the normal direction was solved by the semiconductor
Maxwell-Bloch equations. The theory shows that the interband polarization P^, the
somce of the transmitted light, is affected by quantum intraband correlation mentioned
above which involves all contributions including the emission ir*to guided modes.
Consequently the transmission in the normal direction is influenced by thess intraband
correlations with photons in all other directions. And, it also shows nhat these quantum
correlations couple mainly in the perturbative regime since the contributions from the
weak coupling guided modes dominate over other modes. As predicteci. by the theory, our
measurements confirmed that the third peak is suppressed in the namocavity (CAT17)
implying the necessity of guided modes to see the third peak. Conclusively, quantum
fluctuations of the light field in the presence of a coherent polarizatiora can lead to a very
distinct effect, namely, to a pronounced third peak.
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Exciton-polariton eigenmodes in light-coupled InGaAs/GaAs semiconductor
multiple-quantum-well periodic structures
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Exciton-polaritoD eigenmodes in iight-coupled Ino.o4GaojgAs/GaAs semiconductor
niultiple-quaiitum-well periodic structures
J. P. Princas, C. Ell, E. S. Lee, G. Khitrova, H. M. Gibbs, and S. W. Koch*

Optical Sciences Center, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 85721
(Received 16 August 1999; revised manuscript received 21 December 1999)
Features of exciton-polariton eigenmodes in a series of light-coupled Ino.()4Cjaaj6As/GaAs semiconductor
multiple quantum wells with varying number ofquantum wells ^fiom 1to 100, and with various periodicities
(Bragg, near-Bragg, and anti-Bragg), are studied in linear measurements of reflection, transmission, and ab
sorption. At Bragg periodicity (period d=\J2), a photonic band-gap mode grows in amplitude and increases
lineariy in linewidth with increasing N. The N'times increasedradiative damping rate is seen to arise &om the
light character of the eigenmode being swept out of a photonic band-gap structure. The slope of linewidth
versus N gives the radiative linewidth of the exciton. Away from Bragg periodicity two branches of energy
levels can be resolved in absoiption, conesponding to the N exciton-polariton normal modes in the multiplequantum-well structure. Signatures of individual modes becoming optically active are observed in the rich
structure of reflection spectra for changing quantum-well periodicity. Antirefiection coating of the samples is
shown to be an effective way of thus isolating the multiple-quantum-well response.

L INTRODUCnON
A topic of basic interest to semiconductor and solid-state
physics is the study of the optical and electrom'c properties of
layered and periodic structures. A wealth of high-quality lay
ered structures such as optical microcavities, quantum-well
(QW) embedded microcavities, superlattices, and multiplequantum-well (MQW) nanostxuctures has been made pos
sible by the development of epitaxial growth techniques such
as molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) in the last few decades.
Such structures have been used to tailor the optical and elec
tronic properties of semiconductors and to investigate funda
mental physical phenomena. In this study we report on fea
tures of N light-coupled QW's, or exciton-polariton
eigenmodes, in MQW structures with N QW's spaced with
Bragg and non-Bragg periodicities in linear measurements.
Building upon early works of radiative lifetime of excitons in QW's,'"^ Ivchenko, Nesvizhskii, and Jorda* estab
lished the N times broadening of the radiative linewidth of
the exciton-polariton mode at Bragg resonance, the so-called
"superradiance." This was confirmed and extended
fiirther.^*^ The first observation of superradiance in the time
domain in Bragg MQW's done in degenerate four wave mix
ing (DFWM) experiments on GaAs/AljcGai-jAs QW's by
Hubner et
showed an AT times enhanced decay rate of
the excitonic polarization. The broadening was observed in
the spectral domain in reflection in CdTe/CdtMni_;rTe (Ref.
15) and in CdTe/Zn^Cdi.jTe (Ref. 16). A direct analogy to
Bragg MQW's in atomic systems is the iV times increase of
the radiative damping rate predicted in an optical lattice of
atoms, formed by trapping atoms in a standing wave of light
and probed with a weak linear probe.
As we will show in this paper, in both situations, the fast
decay, or spectral broadening, arises fh)m the formation of a
photonic band gap from the index contrast, not the absorp
tion, at the dipole planes spaced with Bragg periodicity.
Light is forbidden in such a structure and is swept out with

an enhanced decay rate. The effect is basically the same as
light reflected from a dielectric distributed Bragg mirror and
shows some similarities but also pronounced differences to
collective (superradiant) emission fix>m atoms within a vol
ume small compared to
Some of the most interesting radiative coupling effects are
observed with the QW period that is different from the Bragg
condition where d=\J2, with d the center-to-center QW
spacing, and
the wavelength in the material corresponding
to the Ij electron-heavy-hole (e-hh) exciton energy
=Ac/\,. Separated by large enough barriers so that they are
electrom'cally uncoupled, the QW's are still coupled by light
propagating in the MQW structure. Each QW is a compli
cated semiconductor crystal with quantum confinement in
the growth direction and the potential for containing a very
high density of excitons and cairieis. Nonetheless fiom a
linear-regime, radiative-coupling viewpoint, much can be
learned by treating each QW as a single classical oscillator.
Then N coupled oscillators result in A/' normal modes. For
ideal QW's at exact Bragg spacing, only one mode, the su
perradiant mode, couples to the field. But away from Bragg
spacing, all N modes couple to the field. Some are bright,
that is, with stronger radiative damping, and some are dark
or subradiant, with reduced radiative damping, giving rise to
an energy "band" with N sublevels.
One particular period that has been investigated both
theoretically and experimentally in the semiconductor case is
the anti-Bragg periodicity, Le., d—\J4, where observation
of an energetic splitting of the modes has been
predicted®''"' and observations have been reported'^ in po
larization beats via DFWM experiments. A splitting has also
been reported at a \J6 periodicity."
We began our study by growing a series of MQW Bragg
structures with a much larger range of (up to 100) and with
a much larger range of periods d than previously available.
The structures were stadied in reflection (J?), transmission
(7), and absorption ^<= 1—J?—Tinthe linear regime. Grow
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ing MQW's with varying W gave us the opportunity to test
the pre^ction of a linear growth of the radiative damping
rate with increasing N in reflectioa for Bragg MQW's. A
way to determine the radiative contribution to the total exciton linewidth. which is made up of homogeneous (both ra
diative and nonradiative) and inhomogeneous parts, is also
presented. By taking advantage of the wedge shape of the
layers in our structwes, we studiedproperties of the ff eigenmodes as a function of QW periodicity, which all become
coupled to the field away &om Bragg periodici^ to some
degree, again in linear R, T, and A. These results can.be
successfully modeled by Unear dispersion theory.
A technique to isolate the MQW response and remove the
effect of the cladding layer (shown to influence the radiative
properties of the collective system'®) is developed that en
tails antireflection (AR) coating the sample on both the fix)nt
and back.
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n. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
A. Eigenmodes in a MQW stmctare with arbitrary periodicity
Exciton-polariton modes were originally discussed by
Hopfield^ by diagonalizing the Hamiltom'an for a bulk crys
tal interacting with the quantized modes of the electromag
netic field. Furthermore, it was realized that the excitonpolaritons correspond to resonances in the transmitted
intensity. These two approaches have given rise to two techm'q[ues used to solve for the exciton-polariton modes in a
MQW.^' One approach solves for eigenmode energies and
damping rates from resonances in some quantity characteriz
ing the excitons^ (material approach) or as resonances in
some quanti^ characterizing the light propagation through
the meium*-^ (optical approach). In this paper we follow the
optical approach: eigenmode energy and damping rates are
solved by finding the complex poles in the transmission co
efficient for the N periodic QW structure. The transmission
coefficient for the structure is calculated using a transfer ma
trix approach, as discussed in Sec. IIB. The real part gives
the energy shift and the imaginary part gives the damping. In
special cases, such as at the exact Bragg configuration, the
transmission coefficient is an analytical expression, as dis
cussed in Sec. IIC,but in general, the complex poles must be
solved numerically. The case of N=60 is shown for a lim
ited range of barrier thicknesses around the Bragg condition
in Fig. 1. Figure 1(a) displays the eigenenergies of the modes
referenced to the 1^ e-hh exciton energy
. At periodicities
different from Bragg, the mode energies cluster around two
branches, as can be seen in Fig. 1(a). Figure 1(b) shows the
corresponding damping rates of the modes, which are also a
measure of tJie potential coupling to the field. At Biagg pe
riodicity, it is seen that the coupling of all modes to the field
goes to zero except for the one supeiradiant mode. For fur
ther clarity, the eigenenergies and corresponding widths for
two different periodicities, Bragg and 1.03 times the Bragg
spacing, are shown above the exciton spectrum in Fig. 2.
B. Linear dispersion theory
Linear dispersion theory (tDT) has been highly success
ful in modeling measurements linear in R and T for Bragg
MQW's^' and other coupled structures such as atomic^ and
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FIG. 1. (a) Calculated energy shifts (relative to the
e-hb ex
citon
of the first six modes on both sides of Bragg periodicity
for an ^=60 MQW. At Bragg periodicity the N QW's are un
coupled and degenerate. Away &om Biagg spacing, the radiative
coupling splits the f/ normal modes of the system into a "band"
with two subbranches. (b) shows the calculated radiative broaden
ing of the first sbc modes around Bragg periodicity. At the Bragg
spacmg, ff— 1 modes are dark; only the supenadiant mode is
bright.
quantum-well embedded microcavities.^ In this paper LDT,
is used to model the R, T, and A on and o£f-Bragg resonance
for our samples. LDT, based on a transfer matrix
approach,^'*'" requires detailed knowledge of the absorption
coefiScient a and the index n, corresponding to the complex
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FIG. 2. Measured and extracted absorption coefficient for the
hio.MGaoj«As/GaAs QW's in this study, used as input for LDT.
Superimposed at the top are the calculated energetical position and
widths of the eigenmodes from Fig. I for two QW periodicities,
Bragg (dashed line) and 1.03 times the Bragg spacing (solid lines).
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periodicity, the field quickly decays in the first part of the
structure because the field caimot avoid the quantum wells
and is thus quickly attenuated, as shown in Fig. 3(b).

0.2 0.4 0.6

C. Bnigg resonance
Beginning fix>m an exdton susceptibility with a single
pole and no disorder as an input to the LDT calculation, an
analytical expression for the transmission and reflection co
efficients can be derived for MQW's with exact Bragg peri
odicity. The analyocal expression convem'ently illustrates the
dependence of the collective response of the system as a
fimction of the number of QW's yV:*

(1)

- 1

0

1
2 3 4 5 6
Position in sample (nm)

7

FIG. 3. (a) l£p distribution, proportional to intensity distribu
tion, in a 60-MQW structure at Bragg periodicity calculated by
LDT for X.=hc/Ej. The inset is a closeup of a portion of (a) to
clearly show that the field nodes occur at the QW's. (b) Same
calculation as (a) except for 0.80X.x/2 periodicity.
dielectric response, in each layer. In coatrast to Sees. IIA
and n C, where an idealized excitonic susceptibility is used
to calculate the eigenmodes and to derive the analytical ex
pressions, respectively, here the material input is measured,
spatially averaged over the probe diameter. The measured
absorption coefficient of the e-hh exciton and its continuum
and higher states for our samples is shown in Fig. 2. The
absorption coefficient was extracted firom a transmission
measurement of the
MQW at a periodicity of
where radiative coupling effects are less pro
nounced, using Beer's law; a=(l/A01n(/o/7), where or is the
absorption coefficient, N" the number of QW's,
the inci
dent intensity, and T the transmitted intensity. The index was
obtained from the absorption coefficient using a KramersKronig transformation. The backgroimd dielectric response
was assumed to be the same as that of the GaAs barrier, a
good approximation due to the low concentration of In in our
t1io.04Gao.96As QW's. Further, making this assumption in
LI3T reproduces the measured T quite well. See Ref. 21 for a
more detailed justification of this pnicedure.
LDT can also be used to construct the electromagnetic
field and spatial intensity distributions in layered structures,
including the MQW's considered here. For this calculation,
each layer of the structure is artificially divided into slices,
and the field is calculated in each slice. The intensity distri
bution in the steady-state spectral domain for 60 QW's at
is calculated for Bragg and off-Bragg periods in an ARcoated sample in Fig. 3.Figure 3(a) shows that the QW's are
located at the nodes of the field, in agreement with the result
for an infinite number of QW's in Ref. 4. In our case, due to
the finite well width and structure length, there is some small
overlap of the field and the QW's, causing the standing wave
to slowly decay through the structure. Away fixim the Bragg

fitUg —fttJ —r
7^W=-n-)=(-l)''ificjQ—hm—i{r+NrQ)'

(2)

where k={<ttlc)ni, is the wave vector of light in the sample
and is normal to the QW planes,
is barrier refractive in
dex, is the QW period, F is the nonradiative exciton damp
ing rate of a single QW, q is the radiative damping rate of
a single QW, and ci>o is the 1 j heavy-hole exciton resonant
fiequency. Thus in a Bragg MQW, there is a single pole in
the reflection and transim'ssion coefficients corresponding to
a superradiant mode with resonant frequency cog, Lorentzian
shape, and total damping rate

F

•y=r+M'o,

(3)

which has an ^ times enhanced radiative damping rate com
pared to a single quantum well (SQW).
The reflection amplitude for a MQW may be written

R = roi+rfje^'*'
l+roi?V^"'

(4)

where r^i is the reflection coefficient at the interfiice between
vacuum and the outermost barrier layer, and <f>' is the phase
c h a n g e a w a v e u n d e r g o e s i n t r a v e l i n g a d i s t a n c e l—ir/k,
where Iis the thickness of the cladding layer. Hence the
cladding layer masks the intrinsic radiative linewidth. In a
Bragg MQW with the top layer of the same thickness as the
barriers, or / =ir/k, the reflection consists of a Lorentzian
sitting on top of a background reflection (roiP, with linewidth

r=r+(i-roi)ivro

(5)

From a consideration of the dispersion relation it was
pointed out'' that in an infinite Bragg structure with ideal
two-dimensional (2D) QW's, a standing wave forms in the
structure such that the QW's are located at the nodes of the
field. Hence the coupling of the excitons to the electromag
netic field is decreased at the Bragg resonance. The above
results are tested experimentally in this paper.
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in. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

100
te

A. Samples
All samples were grown by MBE. The structures consist
of 85-A Ino.o4Gao.s«As QW's with GaAs barriers grown on a
semi-insulating GaAs substrate, and with a top cladding
layer equal to the barrier thickness. The Inoj^Gaog^As QW's
are particularly well suited to this study, because the back
ground dielectric responses of both the barrier and the low
indium concentration Ino.o4Ga(].9«As QW's are the same,
making it easier to concentrate on the pure excitonic effects.
The strain introduced by the indium in the QW layer shifts
the light-hole energy far above that of the heavy hole, further
idealizing experimental conditions. The Ino,o4Gao.9£As QW's
also have the experimental advantage that the GaAs substrate
is transparent in the energy range of the 1^ QW exciton,
making the structures convenient to study in transmission.
MQW's were grown with N=l, 3, 10, 30, 60, and 100
QW's. The 1-, 3", 10-, 30-, and 60-QW samples were grown
under the same conditions close together in time. The
100-QW sample was grown some time later after some
changes were made to the MBE machine, but was grown in
the same way.
Because Ae flux maxima were directed to the center of
the rotating
substrate, all layers in the structure become
monotonically thiimer as a fimction of radius &om growth
center. Moving along a radius, the period decreases while the
QW exciton energy stays essentially constant Although the
QW becomes thinner, its exciton energy does not change
much because it is determined in first order by the 3D band
gap, which is independent of QW thickness, and in second
order by the confinement energy. Samples were grown so
that Bragg periodicity typically occurred 1 to 2 cm from
growth center, so then d could be swept through k/2 by
moving the probe along a radius from growth center.
A strip along a radius of the samples was given an AR
coating on the front and back. The 1-, 3-, 10-, 30-, and
60-QW samples were AR coated with a single quarter-wave
layer of material having index close to (/icaJ ''y CVI
Corporation, and the 100-QW sample was AR coated inhouse with a single quarter-wave layer of Hf02 having also
an index close to
The AR coatings on bulk GaAs
have a room-temperature reflectivity of about 0.2%, and a
low-temperature reflectivity of about 0.75% from bulk GaAs.
The role of the AR coating is to remove the influence of the
cladding layer of the samples, as discussed in Sec. IV.
B. Method
Measurements of the linear reflectivity and transmission
were done with a broad-band, square-wave-driven lightemitting diode (LED). Its output was first monochromatized
with a 1.25-m scanning Spex spectrometer to a 0.3S-A band
pass, to produce a very weak 100-pW monochromatic probe,
which was imaged to a SO-^un diameter spot on the sample,
with an/number of 12. The monochromatized probe was
detected by a fiber-coupled
Hamamatsu H943-02 photomultiplier tube, and amplified with a Stanford Research Systems
DSP 830 lock-in amplifier. The samples were cooled to 8 K
by a helium closed-cycle APD cryogenics cold finger. All
measurements were done with the above setup except the
measurement of the reflection of the 100 MQW versus peri
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FIG. 4. (a) Increase of experimental reflection with Wfor 1, 3,
10, 30,60, and 100 QW's with Bragg periodicity. The experimental
measurements were done with an AR coating on the front and back,
(b) Square dots with error bars represent experimental HWHMlinewidths for AR-coated samples measured in refiectioo. The solid line
is generated fhnn LOT for MQW samples in semi-infinite GaAs
using the measured QW absorption coefiicient. It is a straight line
with slope ro=27i2/teV, where q is the HWHM radiative
width. The inset to (a) shows reflection from a 30-MQW Bragg
structure in the limit of vanishing exciton density, emphasizing that
the superradiance phenomenon does not depend on exciton density.
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odicity, which was done in an open-cycle helium cold finger
at 4 K, with weak 100-fs pulses with average power 0.1 /xW,
focused to 50 fan. The signal was resolved by a 32-cm Prin
ceton Instruments (PI) spectrometer with a 0.6-A band pass
and detected by a PI liquid-nitrogen-cooled charge-coupled
device (CCD) array.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. MQWs with Bragg spacing
The principal experimental result at Bragg periodicity is
the growth of a photonic band gap in reflection, growing in
amplitude and in linewidth with N, as can be seen in Figs. 4
and 5, the so-called superradiant response. Figure 4(b) con
clusively shows that experimentally the linewidth in reflec
tion for the collective system does indeed increase linearly
with iV, at least for AR-coated structures, in accordance with
Eq. (3). Thus Eq. (3) allows a convenient way to extract the
ra^tive linewidth fom the slope of linewidth versus N and
the remaining contributions to the linewidth from the inter
cept. Such an extraction yields a least-squares value of 27
±2 fisV for the half width at half maximum (HWHM) ra
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no. 5. (a) Experimental reflection fttjm MQWs, 1-, 10-, 30-,
60-, and 100-QW, samples with Bragg periodicities and Bragg clad
ding layers and no AR coating, (b) Square dots with enor bars
represent experimental HWHM [inewidths for samples with a
Bragg cladding layer and no AR coating measured in reflection.
The solid line is generated from LDT for the experimental MQW
structures. The dotted line is a plot for MQWs with a Bragg clad
ding layer and no AR coating as predicted by Eq. (5), using the
value for To experimentally obtained from Fig. 4(b).
diative width and 0.32±0.03 meV HWHM for the remaining
noniadiative and inhomogeneous contributioDs of our
Ino.o4Gao54As QW's. F o can also be determined by precision
reflection measurements from a single quantum well as
shown in Ref. 26. However, the method in our work has
much larger signals. The variation in the quantum wells of a
MQW sample is expected to have very little effect on q ,
since it depends mostly on the well material and thickness.
Figure 6(a) shows that LDT reproduces the measured R,
T, and A at Bragg periodicity. LDT even reproduces the mea
sured line shapes. The asymmetry of the reflection line
shapes in Fig. 4(b) for large N and deviation from a Lorentzian shape are due to the influence of higher states such as
the 2s and continuum states, whereas Eqs. (l)-(5) assume a
single-exciton resonance approximation. We verified that the
asymmetry for large M is reproduced by our theory even
when an excitonic susceptibility with a homogenous Lorentzian line shape is used, indicating that the asymmetry results
from the contributions of the 2s and higher states and not
from disorder. Finally, we have demonstrated that it is pos
sible to determine the radiativp contribution to the linewidth
from the measured absorption^cbefScient alone using LDT as
an extraction tool by generating a plot of linewidth versus AT
and finding the slope.
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FIG. 6. (a) and (b) show the measured R. T, and A at Biagg
periodicity (solid lines) and 1.03 times Bragg periodicity, respecdvely, and cotresponding R, T, and A calculated by LDT (dashed
lines) for iV= 60.
One difference between experiment and the theoretical
assumptions used for Eqs. (l)-(5) is the presence of inho
mogeneous broadening. From other measurements," it is
known that the nonradiative contribution to the homoge
neous width is not much larger than the radiative contribu
tion obtained above; hence the linewidths are inhomogeneously broadened by a factor of roughly 5 in the case of our
Ino.04CJao.96As SQW. In previous theoretical papers, the lines
were assumed to be homogeneously broadened. For the
small absolute inhomogeneous broadening in these samples,
it is a good ^proximation to simply lump the inhomoge
neous broadening with the nonradiative homogenous broad
ening in Eq. (3), so that r=rjj,+ FnoQri(ii«ive- Inhomoge
neous broadening basically causes the various oscillators to
become slightly detimed from one another. The inhomoge
neous broadening in these samples corresponds to averaging
over periodicities with such minute di£ferences from Bragg
[(1,0000+—0.0001)\;jy2] as to be insignificant. Therefore
the inhomogeneous broadening acts only as the intercept to
the linear dependence of linewidth on N, Eq. (3). Such a
simplification would not be true if, for example, the inhomo
geneous broadening were much larger, or N was much
Wgher, where the modes become more closely spaced for
changing QW periodicity. In that case light could couple to
the other modes, and coupling to the photom'c band-gap
mode could be significantly decreased. One final note on the
subject of linewidths is that for MQW's with large N, the
linewidths are by far predomiiiantly radiatively broadened at
Bragg periodicity, i.e., iVTo^Finh.
An ideal AR coating removes the effect of the cladding
layer and miim'cs an MQW structure embedded in semiii^nite GaAs. The princip^ evidence for this is that the am-
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piitude, linewidth, and the line shape of R. T, and A spectra
generated by LDT assuming the MQW was embedded in
semi'infinite GaAs agree very well with the experimental R,
T, and A measurements of the AR-coated samples, as shown
in Fig. 6. Besides isolating the pure MQW response, the AR
coating may have the practical application of increasing the
efficiency and contrast of a Bragg optical switch'* by in
creasing the amount of light getting into the structure and
decreasing the background reflection.
Without an AR coaling, the cladding layer plays an im
portant role in influencing the radiative damping"-'® seen in
reflection measurements. For A''=30, the cladding increases
the damping rate by a factor of as much as 1.5. A compari
son of Figs. 4(b) and 5(b) shows the experimental difference
in linewidth between samples with and without an AR coat
ing. In contrast to Eq. (5) (roi is negative for the
clad
ding layer) and shown in Fig. 5(b) (dotted line), the depen
dence is not simply linear with an increased slope, but
curved, and begins to level off for large /V. LDT reproduces
this behavior, also shown in Fig. 5(b) (solid line). The reason
for this deviation is that the KJ2 cladding layer strongly
increases the amplitude of the reflection, causing it to "satu
rate," i.e., R cannot increase above I. Therefore the spectral
shape of R must deviate from a Lorentzian and becomc more
square, as shown in Fig. 5(a). Such a saturation wa.s also
calculated for atoms in an optical lattice." Already by S'
=30QW's, the reflectivity is nearly 100%, while in an ARcoated structure we expect /V'^200 is needed to produce this
effect. Reexamination of Fig. 5(b) shows that Eq. (5) in fact
agrees with experiment and LDT for small A', before "satu
ration" is reached.
One interesting question is whether a cladding layer can
influence the linewidth of a SQW. While in theory it can, we
did not observe any difference in linewidth within experi
mental error. In a SQW, because the radiative linewidth is
only 10% of the total linewidtli, as shown above, even
changes of a factor of 1.5 in the radiative linewidth make
only small changes in the total linewidth. The ratio of the
peak absorption A at the exciton resonance for no AR di
vided by that with an AR was approximately j. This is due to
the trivial cffcct of f less light getting into a non-AR-coated
sample compared to an AR-coated sample. It is possible that
the ratio is smaller than this, based on the field distribution,
but again it was not observable within experimental error.
The situation would be different if the radiative component
made up a larger portion of the total linewidth.
At Bragg spacing, die exciton-polariton is more lightlike
in character than at any other periodicity, and the exciton
character is diminished. As shown in Fig. 3(a), the field is
nearly zero at the QW's. Experimental evidence of the field
distribution shown in Fig. 3(a) can be seen in transmission:
In spite of the reflection reaching a maximum at Bragg peri
odicity in the 60-MQW stmcture, as shown experimentally
in Fig. 7(d), the light transmitted by the structure is at a
maximum at Bragg periodicity, as shown in Fig. 7(c). Com
pare Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) for an alternative representation of
the data. The maxima in R and T at Bragg resonance corre
spond to a minimum in absorption, shown in Fig. 7(a). While
the energy stored in the QW's is at a minimum, the energy
stored in the electromagnetic field is at a maximum at Bragg
resonance, as shown in Fig. 3, which shows the intensity
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FIG. 7. (a) Experimental absorption for a 60-MQW structure.
The shade becomes darker for larger absorption, (b) Calculated en
ergy shifts of the e.xciton-polariton modes in a 60-MQW structure
for comparison to experiment. The splitting observed experimen
tally agrees with the calculated energetical positions of the tnodcs.
A minimum in absorption is seen to occur in (a) at Bragg period
icity. (c) and (d) show the logarithm of the corresponding experi
mental transmission and reflection, respectively. Maximum in both
transmission and reflection occur at Bragg periodicity. The shade
bccomcs whiter for larger reflection and transmission, (e) shows tlie
calculated damping rates (RVHM) of the cigcnmodcs for compari
son to (d).
distribution, in the same relative imits for Bragg periodicity
and 0.8 Bragg periodicity. The energy stored as light, foimd
by integrating over the intensity distribution in the structure
(e.g., as in Fig. 3), is 20 times greater at d=\J2 than at
l.03(X.i/2), and 60 times greater than at 0.8(\y'2) for the
iV=60 MQW.
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The linear increase ia the linewidth, or damping rate, with
N can be understood from the point of view of light travel
ling in a Bragg periodic potential. Common to any situation
of a wave traveling in a Bragg periodic potential, an energy
gap forms at the boundary of the first Brillouin zone. For a
light wave, a "photonic band gap" forms. Because propa
gating modes are forbidden in the band gap, they experience
large damping, and the light is reflected out of the structure
with an times enhanced decay rate. The large mode damp
ing may be viewed as the source of the "superradiance."
The superradiance discussed here can be compared/
contrasted with the atomic situation. The Bragg resonance in
monolidiic semiconductor MQW's is most analogous to the
situation of reflection of a weak probe from an optical lattice
of atoms.In the atomic case, the atoms are arranged in a
lattice by a nearly resonant optical standing wave, position
ing them with Bragg spacing. Theory has shown for increas
ing iV planes of atoms, a large broad reflection signal grows
as a Lorentzian, eventually turning into a square stop band
with a fixed bandwidth for further increase otN. It was noted
that even if the imaginary part of the dielectric fimction is
artificially set to zero in the theory, the stop band essentially
remains; in other words, the response is essentially an index
effect. Thus the form of superradiance associated with pho
tonic band gaps is more closely associated with the large
damping experienced by the photon. It would perhaps be
clearer to call the superradiant mode the photonic band-gap
mode instead.
The photonic band-gap mode is quite different fiom
atomic superfluorescence. Whereas supetfluorescence times
become shorter inversely with the number of excited atoms,
the photonic band-gap mode discussed here depends only on
the number of QW's and not on the excitation density within
them (as long as the exciton susceptibility remains un
changed; but compare, e.g., Refs. 11 and 12 for intricate
intensity-dependent effects). For example, the ^times broad
ening is unchanged as the intensity of the monochromatized
probe is weakened froni 10"^ to 10""® W/cni^, i.e., in the
limit of vanishing exciton density, as shown in the inset of
Fig. 4 for the 30-QW structure.
B. MQW with non-Bragg spacings

Away fi-om the Bragg resonance, the phenomena observ
able in MQW systems become even richer. While at Bragg
resonance only the photonic band-gap mode is optically ac
tive, for periods different fix>m Bragg, all the N— 1 modes
become optically active to some degree. It is convem'ent to
view the eigenenergies fiom the QW point of view: At Bragg
resonance, the index contrast between the barriers and QWs
sets up a light field that is almost zero at the QW's, and the
N QW oscillators are barely coupled. The Bragg MQW then
consists of yv degenerate energy levels, as shown in Fig. 1(a),
as one would expect for ff uncoupled oscillators. For other
periods, the radiative coupling splits the degenerate QW os
cillators into N sublevels accumulating around two energy
branches. Direct evidence of the formation of split energy
branches of the eigenmodes of the interacting system can be
seen in Fig. 7(a) in absorptiop. The modes in each branch
cannot be resolved, but the branches themselves can. The
splitting is more distinct on the thicker side than the thinner
side of the QW structure probably due to the asymmetry of

Reflection

FIG. 8. Normalized experimental reflection fiom a lOO-MQW
stiucture, showing a rich behavior of peaks and dips peeling off as
a function of periodicity.
the absorption coefScient, shown in Fig. 2: The sharper edge
on the low-energy side, emphasized for periodicities thicker
than Bragg, gives rise to sharper features of the collective
system.
In addition to absorption, signatures of the modes can also
be seen in reflection. For example, see Figs. 7(d) and 8.
Figure 7(d) shows the reflection firom a 60-MQW as a fimc
tion of periodicity. Peaks and dips are seen peeling off for
periods different fiom the Bragg spacing. As Bragg spacing
is approached, the bright photonic band-gap mode dominates
the spectrum. Figure 8 shows a rather spectacular behavior in
reflection fhim a 100-MQW structure as peaks and dips grow
in the center of the spectrum and peel off for periods larger
than the Bragg spacing as various modes become optically
active. However, some care should be given to the interpre
tation of the dips and peaks in reflection; there is no simple
one-to-one correspondence between a peak or a dip and a
particular mode. Only the photonic band-gap mode at the
Bragg condition can be identified as a peak. A numerical
analysis using an ideal excitonic susceptibility with a Lorent
zian broadem'ng of 0.21 meV HWHM revels that some of
the reflection dips can be attributed to energetic mode posi
tions. For example. Fig. 9 shows the calculated reflection
spectra for the period «/= 1.0065X.y2 and </= 1.013X.x/2, and
for two different SQW oscillator strengths. Since the ener
getic mode position, when scaled to
, is independent of
the oscillator strength, only energetically overlaying reflec
tion dips can be attributed to eigenmodes. Only these reflec
tion dips agree energetically with peaks in the absorption
(not shown here). Figure 9(a) and the inset in Fig. ?(b) show
that as soon as the mode labeled 2 reaches its energetic mini
mum, the reflection dip starts to pull off to lower energies, so
it is no longer a clear identification signature of an eigenmode energy. In Figs. 7(d) and 8, the photonic band-gap
mode at the Bragg condition is a peak for ail periodicities;
the dips appearing as the periodicity increases or decreases
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portional to To (solid) and twice as large (dashed). The inset shows
the real parts of the eigenmodes. The arrows show the correspond
ing mode numbers.
are at first associated with an individual mode. As the dip
continues to peel off, it loses its mode identity.
This analysis shows that it is difficult to interpret reflec
tion data of periodic MQW's. For example, one cannot sim
ply identify reflection peaks with "bright" modes (modes
with a radiative damping larger than
) as was done in Ref.
28. Kavokin and co-worfcers^®^ found a narrowing of the
reflection peak of a 5-QW sample compared to a SQW
sample. They interpreted this behavior as a motional narrow
ing due to the underlying disorder. Figure 10 shows the cal
culated HWHM of the reflection peaks as a function of the
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tics of Baumberg et oL (Ref. 29) and Kavokin and ^umberg (Ref.
28).

homogeneously broadened SQW exciton linewidth, i.e., one
can reproduce the narrowing of the reflection peaks without
any disorder.
The mode energetic positions are best interpreted in ab
sorption as shown in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) for A/'=60QW's.
The peaks in absorption coincide with the calculated mode
energies. The success of LDT in explaining the reflection at
all periods, at Bragg and away from Bragg periodicity, seen
in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), is excellent as expected.^'
C Anti-Bragg periodicity

In previous studies, a good deal of attention has been
given to the anti-Bragg periodicity <i=kJ4. Common to all
periodicities except Bragg, all N coupled modes are optically
active to varying degrees (i.e., several modes are brightest
and dominate over the darker modes). Anti-Bragg periodicity
was somewhat of a focus initially because a sph'tting of the
absorption was predicted for that periodicity, which stands in
contrast to the special case of Bragg periodicity. But in fact,
the splitting of the iV modes into two branches occurs at
almost all periods (except Bragg), as is shown clearly in the
absorption measurements shown in Fig. 7(a) for a small
range of periodicities.
Anti-Bragg periodicity is imique only in that at (or near)
that periodicity, light reflected from adjacent QW's destruc
tively interferes. This makes anti-Bragg structures somewhat
difScult to study from an experimental point of view because
the reflected light signal is exceedingly small. Figures 11 and
12(a) show experimental reflection, as well as transmission
and absorption, for 1^= 10 and 30 AR-coated anti-Bragg
structures, respectively. Superimposed is the calculation
from LDT. A splitting is not resolved in absorption for either
the experimental or the calculated spectra for these samples.
Splitting is not resolved in LDT calculations using the mea
sured absorption coefficient for anti-Bragg samples with N as
high as 200. This is partly because the splitting decreases to
its minimum value at d=\J4. This minimum in splitting
reaches a constant value in the limit of large N and becomes
similar in character to the longitudinal-transverse splitting^
of bulk. The magnitude and therefore the resolvability of the
splitting at d=\J4 depend more on the exciton linewidth
than on the number of QW's iV".
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FIG. 12. The soUd lines show the experimental absorption A,
transmission T, and reflectioii R for an N=30 anti-Bragg structure.
The dotted lines show LDT. (a) is for an AR-coated structure with
an anti-Biagg cladding layer, while (b) is for the same sample but
without an AR coating.
The cladding layer on anti-Bragg structures can determine
the absorption properties. To get a clearer picture of what to
expect, an anti-Bragg structure, with 10 QWs and 5 times
narrower, nonradiatively broadened line of 0.1 meV but ap
proximately with the same oscillator strength and therefore
radiative width, was numerically calculated. The calculated
homogeneously broadened excitonic susceptibility was used
as input into the LDT calculation as before. Figure 13(a)
shows an anti-Bragg structure with a perfect AR coating. For
this situation, there is s single dip in T, a single peak in Jl,
and a splitting in A. However, if the structure is not AR
coated, the reflection becomes a dip, and the absorption does
not show splitting, but a larger peak, as can be seen in Fig.
13(b). This emphasizes the importance of AR coating
samples to remove the influence of the cladding layer and to
isolate the response of the MQW structure. It also shows that
the resolvability of the splitting at anti-Biagg is quite sensi
tive to linewidth of the absorption coefficient.
The basic behavior of the structure with versus without
the AR coating is illustrated experimentally in Fig. 12 for an
A/^=30MQW anti-Bragg structure with and without an AR
coating. It is seen that without the AR coating, the reflection
is a dip, whereas with an AR coating, the reflection becomes
a peak. The splitting in absorption can still not be resolved.
LDT reproduces the behavior.well, although the peak in the
experimental reflection is larger than that in LDT. This is
because the AR coating in the LDT is perfect, whereas on the
sample the surface still reflects about 0.75%. Since the mod-

FIG. 13. (a) Calculated absorption^, transmission T, and reflec
tion Jt for a sample with a perfect AR coating and a S times nar
rower linewidth than our experimental samples as a guide for un
derstanding. (b) Same calculation with an anti-Bragg cladding layer
and no AR coating.
eled peak in reflection is about 0.3%, it can be assumed that
the influence of the first interface has not been completely
removed, and leads to the deviation between LDT and ex
periment.
As a final note, in the N= 10 anti-Bragg structure, a small
splitting, or shoulder, was observed in transmission not only
for the N'= 10 sample shown here, but for several others,
although not for the W=30. This shoulder in transmission
was not reproduced by LDT, and is therefore speculated to
be caused either by greater disorder in the anti-Bragg
samples or greater influence of the disorder.
V. CONCLUSION
Linear reflection, transmission, and absorption reproduce
in detail the analytical expressions, in particular the linear
increase of radiative damping rate with increasing U of
QWs, and the location of the intensity nodes at the QWs in
Bragg MQWs. The exciton radiative lifetime was extracted
fiom an experimental plot of linewidth versus JV, and even
fipom the line shape and magnitude of the absorption coeiScient in conjimction with LDT to generate a plot of linewidth
versus TV. Exactly at Bragg periodicity, the h'ght character is
at a maximum, and the fast decay can be understood from
the point of view of light being swept out of a photom'c
band-gap structure. Away from Bragg periodiciQr, the energy
levels due to N radiatively coupled nearly identical QWs
split into two branches; these were observed in measure
ments of the absorption. Although difficult to interpret, re
flection spectra showed rich signatures of the W normal
modes becoming optically active. A splitting was not resolv
able in absorption for the anti-Bragg structures used in this
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study. An AR coating was seen to be essential for removing
the influence of the cladding layer and isolating the MQW
optical response.
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Normal-Mode Coupling of Excitons
and Photons in Laterally Confined
Nanocavities — Toward the Quantum
Statistical Limit
Eun S. Lee, Sahnggi Park, Peter Brick, Claudia Ell, Christine Spiegelberg,
Hyatt M. Gibbs, Galina Khitrova, Dennis G. Deppe, and Diana L. Htiffaker

Summary. The observation of normal—mode coupling in a linear transmission
measurement is demonstrated in an oxide—apertured microcavity which is capa
ble of confining the light field three-dimensionally. A splitting—to-linewidth ratio of
4.9 was obtained for an aperture size of 2 fxax. We also investigated the bare cavity
modes for different aperture sizes, showing that lateral confinement is well achieved
in cavities with high Q values.

1

Introduction

Semiconductor Fabry-Perot microcavities have been used not only for some
applications of enhancing the device performance, but also for fundamental
studies of light-matter interactions. Since its first observation by Weisbuch
et al. [1], normal—mode coupling in quantum—well—embedded semiconduc
tor microcavities has been studied in the nonperturbative regime by many
groups [1-4]. All present-day semiconductor microcavities still operate far
from the strong coupling limit or the quantum statistical limit, i.e. many po
tential excitons are collectively involved in the light-matter coupling. How
ever, only one single dipole oscillator with a lajge transition strength inside
a microcavity of small voliune and a high cavity quality factor (Q) can give
vacuiam Rabi splitting in the strong coupling regime. Eventually one hopes
that this will be achieved with a single quantum dot in a latereilly confined
nanocavity [5]. Since the vacuum-field Rabi splitting is given by the product
of the dipole moment and the vacuum field and since the dipole moment of
a quantimi dot is only about one order of magnitude larger than that of an
atom, it is essential to maximize the vacuxmi field. The latter scales with one
over the squaxe root of the mode volimae. Since the confinement length in
the normal direction in a semiconductor microcavity is already close to its
miTiimiim value, lateral confinement of the electromagnetic field to about one
micron diameter is required. Just focusing of the laser beam will not work,
because the large angles involved in a tight focus lead to walk—off effects
and broadening of the microcavity resonance. External lateral confinement is
therefore necessary. Here we fabricate and test such nanocavities with cavity
mode diameters ranging from 7 to! /xm. In nonlinear experiments performed
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on a planax semiconductor microcavity, we fotand that it takes about 10®
photons to be absorbed from a 150 fs long laser pulse in a 50 ^m spot to
reduce the normal—mode-coupling transmission by a factor of two. By ex
trapolation, the same absorption should be induced by a single photon if the
cavity diameter is ever reduced to 158 nm. Clearly, this wotild be a candidate
for the quantum limit. For the case of the 3 //m diameter achieved here, the
extrapolation gives 360 photons.

2

Sample Preparation

The recent progress in microfabrication techniques involving reactive ion
etching has allowed a three-dimensional engineering of nanostructures start
ing from planar microcavities grown by molecular beam epitaxy[6—10]. Most
structures are pillar shaped; large parts of the top mirror layers and the spacer
are etched away all the way down to the bottom DBR mirror. The 3D con
finement in this t3^e of nanocavity is due to a laxge change of the refractive
index in the lateral direction, thus the cavity quality factor Q is very sensitive
to the roughness of the side walls [8]. In such structxires, nonperturbative
coupling of photons and excitons has been observed in photoluminescence
measurements [7]. Other interesting studies involving a reduced nimaber of
electromagnetic modes have been carried out, for instance, controlling the
spontaneous lifetime of excitons in quantum wells or dots [6].
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ZnSe/MgFj
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GaAs/AIAs

r

GaAs
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Fig. 1. Schematic of oxide—aperture microcavity

A different approach to achieve lateral confinement was demonstrated ear
lier by Deppe et al. [9]. They placed a thin dielectric (native oxide) aperture
layer on top of the spacer to confine the current, ajid found lateral confine
ment as well. The physics of this eflfect was not clear at first sight. In the
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meantime, the lateral confinement in this type of nanostructnre has been as
sociated with cut—off frequencies of a planar waveguide induced by the big
difference in the refractive indices of the AlAs and the oxide [10]. In this ar
ticle, we present experiments performed in the nonperturbative regime using
such an oxide—aperture nanocavity. The sample imder investigation is shown
in Fig. 1, and it was prepared as follows. The DBR bottom mirror consists
of 16 periods of GaAs/AlAs and a A/4n layer of Alo.sGao.aAs, a 1—A spacer,
and one GaAs/Alo.sGao.aAs period of the top mirror grown by molecular
beam epitaxy. The spacer of GaAs and a 25-nm—wide Alo.24Gao.76As top
layer contains one 8.5—nm—wide Ino.04Gao.96As quantum well located in the
antinode of the electromagnetic field. A 50-nm—wide AlAs layer was grown
in the Alo.sGao.a As layer of the top mirror for later oxidization. Photolithog
raphy £ind etching down to just above the spacer produced several arrays of
posts with various diameters. The thin AlAs layer of these posts is then grad
ually oxidized in hot steam conditions resulting in various sizes of unoxidized
AlAs apertures ranging from 1 to 7 /Ltm. As a final step, the entire sample weis
coated with 4 or 5 periods of ZnSe/MgF2 acting as the top mirror. Since the
lateral spacing between the adjacent apertures is 100 fjxn, coupling between
apertures caji be excluded.

3

Experimental Results

Transmission experiments were performed using a spectrally broad 100 fe
pulse from a Ti:saphire laser pumped by a 6W Ar-ion laser. The sample
was mounted in an optical cryostat equipped with an x—y—z stage. To make
the probe spot size small enough to be comparable with aji aperture size, a
microscope objective with a nmnerical aperture of 0.3 was used as a focusing
lens. The transmitted light was dispersed and detected by a monochromator
and axi optical multichannel analyzer.
First, we investigated the behavior of bare cavity modes for various aper
ture sizes. The layer thickness changes of our sample across the wafer allow
us to measure at an energy of about 1.415 eV, far off—resonance from the
exciton transition at 1.485 eV; this avoids the coupling of the optical mode
to the quantiun well exciton. Fig. 2 shows the trajismission spectra of the
modes for various aperture diameters. The data were taken at a solid angle
of 30°. As expected, one clearly sees a number of transverse modes due to
the lateral confinement of the cavity mode.
The first quantized mode shifts to higher energies with respect to the
two-dimensional (2D) reference. As 2D reference we use a large apertmre size
of 25 Aim, where we do not expect any significant lateral confinement effects.
The smedler the aperture size, the stronger is the confinement of the cavity
mode, the leirger is the blue shift of the ground state photon energy, and the
larger is the splitting of the higher transverse modes. To verify the threedimensional confinement further, angular transmission measurements have
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been, performed by tilting the sample about 10® from normal incidence; see
Fig. 3. For the 2D reference, a blue shift of the cavity peak of about 0.6 nm
was observed. In contrast, the spectral position of each transverse mode in
the confining aperture did not change, verifying the lack of lateral disper
sion of the quantized modes. However, with increased aJigle of observation,
the intensities of the individual modes redistribute toward the higher energy
states.
Linewidth measurements of the first quantized cavity mode were per
formed with high resolution, and the cavity quality factor Q = ZlA/A, was
estimated for each aperture size as shown in Fig. 4.
2500
2000

C
1500
c3
1000

500
Aperture diameter [ ml

Fig. 4. Cavity Q versus aperture
diameter

We found a decrease of the Q value for smaller aperture diameters. The Q
reduction is much less pronoimced compared to the pillar shaped nanocavities
reported previously [8]. We believe this is due to an already lower quality
factor in our unconfined samples. We have deliberately made the reflection of
the bottom mirror low to make sure that lateral losses woxild not dominate
the cavity behavior at all diameters. We expect to get an even higher Q value
after improving the fabrication and processing of the sample. In a recently
processed sample we already obtained a little higher Q of » 2000 for 2/j.m.
by just adding one more period to the top mirror. Together with our highquality quantum well exciton of « 0.6 meV FWHM absorption linewidth
these Q values are high enough to show normal mode coupling with small
apertures.
To find the resonance condition of the exciton and the photon mode
for normal mode coupling, we used both possibilities: Taking advantage of
the varying sample thickness in growth direction and scanning the probe
spot keeping the same aperture size, and varying the temperature using the
stronger dependence of the exciton transition energy to tune through the
cavity resonances. We see a well—resolved normal—mode coupling and an anticrossing behavior by both approaches, although the discrete spacing of ad
jacent apertures and some aperture-size fluctuations made the temperatiare
approach preferable. Figure 5 shows the normal—mode-coupling behavior of
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Fig. 5. TrEinsinissiion spec
tra of a 2/um oxides—aperture
nanocavity for var5ous temperatures

a 2 ^MTo. oxide—aperture cavity measured, in transmission. Since tine second
transverse mode for this small aperture barely shows up in our near=—normalincidence experimental setup as caxi be seen in Fig. 2, we did not see coupling
of the exciton resonance to higher transverse modes; see Fig. 5.
Figure 6 shows the anti—crossing curve and the energy splitting across the
resonance for this 2 /um oxide—aperture nanocavity.
The coupling of the quanttun well and the first cavity mode results in a
minimum splitting (vacuum—field Rabi splitting) of 3.9 meV axid a splitting—
to—linewid.th ratio of 4.9, a value that has not been reached in previous
approaches because of broader exciton resonances. In addition, nve found
that the value 3.9 meV is not much different from the 2D reference value of
4.0 meV, whereas, in pillar shaped najiocavities reported by Gutbr-od et al.,
a relatively larger reduction of « 10% of the Rabi splitting was observed [7]
due to the lateral extension of the field in the bottom mirror be=yond, the
etched region. Their physical argument given to the reduction suggests that
the oxide—aperture nanocavity may be a more effective way to co»nfiiie the
photon mode laterally.
There is also one notable effect of the dielectric top mirror on ourr sample.
Due to the higher refractive index contrast of the ZnSe and MgFa layers of
the top mirror, we observe stronger field confinement in the normal direction
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leaxling to a 16% larger vacuum-field Rabi splitting for the 2D reference
compared to microcavities made with a GaAs/AlAs top DBR mirror.
4

Conclusions

In conclusion, we demonstrated that oxide-aperture nanocavities are well
suited to study the nonperturbative regime. The 3D optical—mode confine
ment gives rise to quantized cavity modes which are energetically well sepa
rated. Very well-resolved normal-mode coupUng (splitting-to-linewidth ratio
of 4.9) between the first quantized cavity mode and the quajitum well exciton
resonance has been observed for the first time in such nanocavities. Nonlinear
single beam experiments have shown that it taices about 400 photons to sig
nificantly change the absorption in a 3—/^m aperture sample. This value being
very close to the estimate made above, we beheve that these quantum-well
nanocavities are clearly a step toward the quantum statistical limit.
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Saturation of normal-mode coupling in aluminum-oxide-aperture
semiconductor nanocavities
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The photon densior required for the saturation of normal-mode coupling in oxide-apertured
nanocavities is measured to be 90 photons/^^ by pump-probe experiments. The photon number is
only 300 for a semiconductor nanocavity with a 2 fan diameter aluminum-oxide aperture,
drastically reduced firom 200 000 for a SO /mi waist on a planar microcavity. O 2001 American
Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.1330758]

The great success of optoelectronic devices as well as
desire for &ster operational speeds and higher levels of inte
gration drive the development of smaller and smaller semi
conductor structures. An example is the vertical-cavity
surface-emitting laser, where a thin layer of semiconductor
material inside a high-finesse microcavity acts as a very ef
ficient miniature laser system. The same system shows inter
esting light-matter effects like normal-mode coupling
(NMC) under low excitation conditions,' where excitom'c
resonances dominate the optical semiconductor properties.
The normal-mode splitting is proportional to the product of
Che dipole moment and the vacuum field, i.e., proportional to
the inverse square root of the cavity volume, thus providing
an appropriate tool to study the consequences of fiirther min
iaturization. Since the confinement length in the normal di
rection is already close to its minimum value, lateral confine
ment of the electromagnetic field is required to reduce the
cavity mode volume. For suflBciently small volumes quan
tum statistical effects are expected, and quantum entangle
ment might even be possible if the quantum well is replaced
by an appropriate quantum dot^~*
E'resent-day planar serm'conductor microcavities, how
ever, still behave semiclassicaUy, i.e., many potential excitons are collectively involved in the b'ght-matter coupling.
While the quantum limit in atomic systems^ has already been
reached in 1996, experiments on the light-matter interaction
in semiconductor systems reported up to now can be de
scribed equally well on the basis of a classical field in linear
and nonlinear studies,®"® in analogy to U collective atoms.
Since linear studies do not allow us to distinguish between
the W-atom case and the quantum limit where only few pho
tons are necessary to alter the optical properties;' one has to
resort to nonlinear experiments. Earlier pump-probe mea
surements on planar semiconductor microcavities'"'" re
vealed that 200 000 photons must be absorbed fnim a 150 fs
pulse in a 50
diameter spot to reduce the quantum well
peak absorption coefficient to 50% and the NMC transmis-

sion peaks by a factor of 5. Here we show that the number of
photons required causing a saturation of the NMC peaks
scales with the transverse area of the cavity mode and drops
to 300 for a diameter of 2 /an.
Reduction of the cavity volimie simply by tighter focus
ing of the laser beam does not work below a beam waist of
about 10 /an because the large angles involved in a tight
focus lead to walk-off effects. Therefore, external lateral
confinement of the electromagnetic field to form a threedimensional nanocavity is necessary. One approach is to etch
a planar microcavity down to the bottom mirror or to the
substrate leaving pillar-shaped nanocavities behind. Linear
measurements on that nanocavity have been reported in Refs.
12 and 13. A different technique is to insert an aperture by
gradually oxidizing one layer in the top mirror of a planar
microcavity.'"^'® Here, we follow the latter approach.
The oxide-aperture nanocavity, CAT17, used in this
study is shown schematically in Fig. 1. The molecular beam
epitaxy grown bottom mirror of the sample consists of 32
layers of GaAs/AlAs and a X/4 layer of Alo jGaojAs. The X.
spacer of GaAs and a 25 nm wide Aloj4Gao_75As top layer
contains one 8.5 nm thick high-quality Ino o^GaojsAs quan
tum well (QW)'^ located at the intracavity field antinode. On
top a X/4 layer of 50 imi AlAs and Alo^Gao^As/GaAs and a
X/4 layer of GaAs were grown. Photolithography and etching
down to the spacer produced several arrays of posts that were
gradually oxidized to form intracavity dielectric apertures
ranging from 2 to 7 /an. Finally, the sample was coated with

''Pcnnanent address: PicoUght Inc., 4665 Nautilus Ct, Boulder, CO 80301.

FIG. I. Schematic of an oxide-apertuie nanocavity.
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five pairs of ZiiSe/MgF2 Co complete the top mirror. Since
the lateral spacing between the adjacent apertures is 100 /im,
coupling between apertures can be excluded. Moreover, the
cavity peak of the oxidized region is shifted by about 20 nm
compared to that of the unoxidized part, ensuring an ener
getically well-separated response fiom the aperture area.
This sample also contains large areas that are neither etched
nor oxidized. Those regions have exactly the same longitu
dinal structure as the aperture areas and are used as a planar
microcavity reference.
The pump-probe transmission experiments in this study
were performed using 100 fs pulses from a mode-locked Ti:
sapphire laser with a repetition rate of 80 MHz. The spectral
width of these pulses is 18 meV. The spectral width of the
pump pulses was reduced to 1.4 meV by an external pulse
shaper, corresponding to a 3 ps pulse duration. The pump
pulse is centered at 1.5011 eV, exciting the electron-heavyhole continuum of the QW, while the center wavelength of
the probe pulse is set close to 1.488 eV, i.e., the exciton and
cavity mode resonance. The pump beam was incident at an
angle of about 10 degrees with respect to the probe beam so
that most of the transmitted pimip beam could be eliminated
by spatial separation. The scattered pump light from the
sample surface was blocked utilizing cross-linear polariza
tions. The probe and pump beams were focused to a SO fan
spot size on the sample, and the transmitted probe signal was
recorded by a charge coupled device (CCD) camera with a
spectral resolution better than 0.1 meV.
Linear measurements with a microscope setup on our
sample showed several transverse cavity modes for a large
cavity-exciton detuning, and a well-resolved anticrossing be
havior of the two coupled cavity-polariton modes due to the
narrow cavity fiill widdi at half maximum (FWHM) linewidth of about 0.5 meV and exciton FWHM of about 0.7
meV for aperture diameters down to 2
Here, we avoid
higher-order transverse-mode effects by using a small nu
merical aperture of the incident probe beam that excites only
the lowest-order cavity mode: Moreover, it has been shown
recendy" that higher-order transverse modes have little im
pact on the coupling of the exciton to the first transverse

0

Aperture Area Oim }
FIG. 3. Number of photons needed for the saturation of the nomial-mode
peaks as a function of the aperture area. Straight line; 90 phouxafiavf.

cavity mode because they couple independently.
Figure 2(a) shows the transition from the nonperturbative regime to the perturbative regime for a 2.5 /an diameter
aperture. As can be seen in the probe spectrum without
pump, the cavity and exciton resonances are slighdy de
tuned. The high-energy peak is more cavitylike and the low
energy peak more excitonlike. At very low incident power,
the large oscillator strength of the excitonic transition gives
rise to a large vacinmi Rabi splitting that exceeds the decay
rate of both the cavity mode and the exciton, resulting in the
two coupled normal modes. As the pump power increases,
however, the excitonic transition becomes broadened due to
excitation-induced dephasing by carriers generated by the
pump beam." Accordingly, the two normal-mode peaks
broaden. For an even higher incident power, the separation
of the two peaks becomes smaller, and collapses into one
peak when the weak coupling regime is reached. Since the
exciton absorption is completely saturated for this excitation
power, the single transmission line has the energetic posidon
and linewidth of the bare cavi^ mode.
To show more clearly the saturation behavior, we plot
the energetic position of the upper normal-mode peak versus
incident pump power in Fig. 2(b). Up to 4 /xW, the shift of
the peak position is small and slow. However, in the transi
tion region firam 4 to 19 /iW, a rapid shift of the peak posi
tion toward the energetic position of the cavity mode occurs.
Above 19 /xW the peak position stays constant correspond
ing to the cavity mode. We found the same power depen
dence within a 10% uncertainty for all of the nanocavities
with aperture diameters ranging from 2 to 7 /um confirming
that the same electron-hole density has been induced by the
pimip pulse.
In determining the absolute nimiber of photons to satu
rate the normal-mode coupling for each aperture diameter,
we relate the previously reported result'"''' for another pla
nar microcavity with comparable mirror reflectivity to the
pump power found in our reference planar microcavity. In
Refs. 10 and 11 an absorption of 100 pump-photons//im^
was requited to drop the peak height of the absorption peak
of a quantum well sample to half and the normal mode peaks
of the corresponding planar r^icrocavity by a &ctor of 5.
This value of the photon density also applies to the twodimensional (2D) reference of our sample. By measuring the
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power that is actually necessary to achieve the same degree
of saturation in the 2D reference, we find the absoiption of
the pump powers used. While in the planar mfcrocavity the
whole spot area, thus an averaged density, contributes to the
saturation of the normal-mode coupling, only the QW area
overlapping with the cavity mode volume determines the ab
solute number of photons necessary for the saturation in the
apertured nanocavities. Thus, only die central part of the en
tire Gaussian spot has to be considered. The results are plot
ted in Fig. 3. As expected, the total number of photons caus
ing saturation follows the area scaling law very well. The
linear fit reveals a density of 90 photons/Aon^ in good agree
ment with the 100 photons/^^ found in a planar microcavity. For a 2 /un aperture diameter only 300 photons are
required—but still too many to see quantum effects. Clearly,
for a potential application a mode matching to the cavity
mode has to be considered to reduce the power of the inci
dent beam.
In summary, we performed nonlinear pump-probe mea
surements on oxide-aperture nanocavities of various diam
eters that have small cavity mode volumes. Comparing the
exciton saturation behavior through the collapse of the
nomial-mode splitting we extracted the required number of
photons as a fimction of the aperture size. For a 2 /an aper
ture diameter we reduced this niunber to about 300 photons.
For aperture diameters below 2 /mi the cavity quality factor
degrades considerably due to increasing scattering losses'^
limiting the confinement technique. Combining the tech
niques of pillar etching, oxide minors, and oxide-apertures
might reduce the cavity mode volume while maintaining a
high Q. Alternatively, one might tiy a photonic crystal nanocavity where recentiy a mode volume of 2.5(X.o/2n)^ has
been reported.^" With these possibilities, one can expect fur
ther advances in the near future toward strong coupling in a
3D semiconductor nanocavity.
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D.G. Deppe and D.L. Huffaker
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(Received 8 May 2000)
The nonlinear optical response of semiconduaor nuctocavities in the nonpertubative regime is smdied
in resonant single-beam-transmission and pump-probe experiments. In both cases a pronounced third
transmission peak lying spectrally between the two normal modes is observed. A fully quantized theory is
essential for the agreement with the experimental observations, demonstrating that quantum fiuctuadons
leading to intraband polarizau'ons are responsible for this effect.
PACS numbers: 71J5.Cc, 42.50.Ct, 73.20.Dx, 78.47.+p

Since the first observation of normal-mode coupling in
a semiconductor microcavity [I], many experiments have
explored the linear and nonlinear microcavity properties
in the nonperturbative regime (see, e.g., [2] for a review).
Contrary to clear demonstrations of the quantum nature
of the vacuimi-field Elabi splitting of atoms [3], most of
the experiments on semiconductor microcavities can be
understood in terms of classical light propagating through a
material with an excitonic susceptibility [4.5], To observe
and understand effects due to the quantized nature of light
in a semiconductor system is a challenging goal.
In a perfect normal-mode coupling system, classically
treated light couples to the exciton resonance only in the
normal direction. However, secondary emission investi
gations show that light scattering from disorder [6-9] or
quantum Suctuatioos of light [10] can cause a direct cou
pling to the entire radiation environment including guided
modes propagating within the various layers of the micro
cavity. In this Letter, we demonstrate that the quantum
mechanism leads to a nonlinearly behaving weak coupling
component in the strong coupling transmission spectrum.
This phenomenon is observed as a third transmission peak
energetically located between the normal-mode peaks. It
can be observed in a resonant femtosecond single beam
as well as in picosecond pump-probe measurements un
der various excitation conations. This finding is in strik
ing contrast to the case of nonresonant excitation, where
at most two peaks can be observed, and with increasing
intensity the two normal-mode peaks broaden and finally
collapse into a single peak indicating the onset of the weak
coupUng regime [2].
TVo samples, a planar microcavity (NMC63, described
in [5]) and a nanocavity (CAT17) are used to compare the
quantum effects in two different light mode environments.
Both samples contain high-quality 8.5 nm In0.04Ga0.96As
quantum wells (QW's) with an exciton absorption
linewidth of about 0.6 meV [5]. The bottom mirror of the

nanocavity is made of 32 layers of GaAs/AlAs and a A/4
layer of Alo.8Gao.2As- The A spacer contains oneQW em
bedded in GaAs and additionally a 25 nm Aloj4Gao.76As
layer. On top a A/4 layer of AlAs and Alo.gGao.2As/GaAs
and a A/4 layer of GaAs were grown. Photolithography
and etching down to the spacer produced several arrays
of posts that were gradually oxidized to form intracavity
dielectric apertures. The top mirror was then completed
by five pairs of ZnSe/MgFa. Since in this sample the
cavity mode is also laterally confined due to the effective
refractive index difference of the oxidized and unoxidized
regions [11], we call CAT17 a nanocavity to contrast it to
a planar microcavity.
Nonlinear experiments at 4 K have been performed in
transmission geometry using circularly polarized 100 fs
probe pulses centered at the excitonic resonance [12]. The
speccrd width of the pump pulse was reduced by an exter
nal pulse shaper producing 3 ps pulses. In single-beam ex
periments the transmitted probe beam was reimaged onto a
pinhole to select only the central part of the probe spot. In
the pump-probe experiments a cocircular polarization con
figuration was used and only the central part of the pump
pulse spot was probed. The pump-probe delay was kept
at zero, because the third peak decreases rapidly with in
creased delay. The cavity mode-exciton detuning was in
the range between zero and I meV in all the experiments
and calculations.
Rgure 1(a) shows the transmission in the normal direc
tion for various excitation intensities for the planar micro
cavity. A third peak emerges in the spectrum and grows
with intensity. TTie conservation of the normal-mode split
ting indicates that the classical light contributions are still
in the nonperturbative regime. Varying the exciton-cavity
detuning reveals that the third peak is more pronounced
for negative detunings and parallels energetically the cav
ity mode; see inset of Fig. 1(a). This suggests that the third
peak has a weak coupling character. A further increase of
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FIG. 1. Single-beam transmission for various pulse intensities
(nJ/cra^) (a) for the microcavity, and (b) for the nanocavity.
Inset: energetic position of the tiiird peak (squares), the upper
(up triangles) and the lower (down triangles) normal-mode peak,
the bare exciton (dotted line) and cavity peak (straight line) as
a function of the exciton-cavicy mode detuning.

excitation intensity (not shown here) causes a transition of
the third peak into the single cavity peak characterizing the
perturfaative regime with respect to the normal direction.
Another indication of the weak coupUng character, sug
gested by the quantized theory below, has been tested by
investigating the effect of guided modes on the third peak.
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As has been shown earlier [13,14], optical mode confine
ment in a semiconductor nanocavi^ alters the emission
properties such that the emission in the normal direction is
truly enhanced due to the lateral mode coniinement by a
factor of about 2 in a semiconductor. This occurs because
the emission into the guided modes is cut in half. The
mode confinement does not imply that all emission into
guided modes is cut off. Rather the individual coupling
strength is changed such that the guided modes contribute
less. Hgures 1(a) and 1(b) compare single-beam transmis
sion for a microcavity and a nanocavity. Indeed, the third
peak is suppressed in the nanocavity implying that guided
modes are necessary to create the third peak. For the high
est intensity used, the transition to the perturbative regime
is already reached.
The underlying physical process for this striking ef
fect is analyzed theoretically with a fiilly quantum me
chanical approach [10,15]. The QW electrons and holes
with momentum k are described using the Fermion op
erators eit and h^, respectively. The bosonic operator
determines the quanttun optical properties of the
light. The wave vector (q, q^) is related to the mode solu
tion of the Helmholtz equation for the planar microcavity
structure defined by the refiractive index profile n(z). A
classical treatment typically involves coherent light fields,
the interband polarization
= (A_iteit), the carrier oc
cupations fk = {ele]c) and /t = (/tlk/i-k), as well as
carrier-carrier Coulomb correlations. The quantum ap
proach additionally allows a consistent inclusion of the
quantum optical photon-photon correlations together with
photon-assisted interband (6^^^/i-icek+q) and intraband
~ ''-k/j-k+q)> polarizations.
The transnussion of an electromagnetic field propagat
ing in normal direction £(z, t) can be solved from the semi
conductor Maxwell-Bloch equations [16] by including the
quantum corrections Qk [15],

"ii
.dz^

n\z)

Eiz.t) = 5(z)

^klscat ~ ^ ^o.CT.(^q.<7,(fik+g^k

where dcv is the dipole-matrix element and Ck is the renor-"
malized kinetic energy of the electron-hole pair, and
determines the strength of spontaneous emission. The
left-hand side of Eq. (2) has the structure of the semicon
ductor Bloch equations [16] with the renormalized Rabi
frequency ftk = dcv Jg{z)Eiz)dz + Zk' ^k-k'^'k' and
the QW Coulomb matrix element Vk- The scattering dy
namics describing excitation induced dephasing beyond
the Hartree-Fock approximation is included in the term
3fk/9'lscat- The right-hand side of Eq. (2) contains the
quantum correlations where a photon is absorbed and its

q.?t

dt^ 'Zdc,
k

Pk , (1)

k+q)) ~ 2k •

(2)

'm--iJr<aifcTmniieiiitmi'ni'tr<nGlKn:eii'rium tmtliieatun'CmJitf;
to another. The quantimi correction Qk involves a summa
tion over all q,
i.e., includes all contributions due to
the emission into guided modes. Consequently, the polar
ization in the normal direction, thus the transmission, will
be influenced by the intraband correlations with photons
in all other directions. The first experimental observation
of such correlations by Lee et al. [17] detected long living

intraband oscillations in a coherent control experiment.
The intraband correlation dynamics follows from
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with the photoa energy
This correlation is driven
spontaneously via the nonlinear
term, thus requir
ing the presence of a coherent polarization. Because of
the optical feedback of the cavity, the dynamics are al
tered by the stimulated term
including contribu
tions like (i>q,,jek+qAlk>nk. The interband correlations
describe the reabsorption of a photon by an
electron-hole pair and lead to spontaneous light emission
determined by the semiconductor luminescence equations
[10,15], Under a coherent driving field, photoluminescence is accompanied by intraband correlations. As a re
sult, the semiconductor Bloch and luminescence equations
become dynamically coupled and caimot be separated. In
our numerical solution, the pump and probe pulses are
propagated through the microcavity and the self-consistent
coupling to the polarization and carrier occupation as well
as to the quantum correlations are solved simultaneously.
See [15] for details. The material parameters correspond
to the planar sample.
The quantum correctioDS can be observed directiy in the
microcavity transmission: The semiclassical coupling in
the normal direction occurs in the nonperturbative regime

~ A—k/*—k+q))jcat •

at

iut n •stfiSicnsirJiy 'iu» vxctatiajh•^rn% riat 'int noniiimode peaks. In contrast, the quantum correlations Qk
couple mainly in the pertiirbative regime since the mode
sum in Eq. (2) is dominated by the weak coupling guided
modes. As a consequence, the weak coupling component,
i.e., the third peak, emerges in the transmission as shown
in Fig. I. The computed single-beam-transmission spectra
show a similar third peak in Rg. 1 only when quantum
correlations are included.
To determine the nonlinear properties of the third peak in
more detaO, we investigated a pump-probe configuration,
where the pump power was kept constant as the probe pulse
intensity was gradually decreased. Here, the correlations
Qif are mainly created by the pump and the relative effect
of Qk on the probe dynamics increases with the decreasing
probe intensities. In good agreement with each other, the
experimental third peak in Fig. 2(a) becomes more pro
nounced for smaller probe intensities, as first predicted by
the theory [Fig. 2(b)]. Note the intensity of the probe pulse
can be considered to be in the linear regime which demon
strates the nonlinear nature of the correlation effects.
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FIG. 2. Dependence of probe transmission on probe intensity
(nJ/cra^) at a constant pump intensity of 330 nJ/cra^ for the
microcavity. (a) Experiment; (b) theory. The shaded regions
indicate the pump spectrum.
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FIG. 3. Probe transmission for various pump pulse intensities
(nJ/cm^) and two different energetic pump positions for the
microcavity. (a),(c) Experiment; (b),(d) theory. The shaded
regions indicate the pump spectrum.
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By using picosecond pump pulses, we are able to excite
only a specQally narrow region. Figure 3 shows the com
puted and measured probe spectra for two different ener
getic pump positions. Both our theory and measurements
show that the third peak follows the low energy side of the
pump pulse. Clearly, this feature cannot be explained by a
new system resonance at a fixed position like the biexciton.
In contrast, this striking effect can be understood via the
weak coupling behavior of the quantum correlations Qt.
A weakly coupled quantum system tends to follow the ex
citation pulse adiabaticaily such that its response shows
similar spectral characteristics as the excitation. Thus Qt
creates a weak coupling component in the probe spectrum
having similar characteristics as the pump, but lasts longer
than a single pulse.
The dynamics of the third peak, see Fig. 4, was revealed
in an up-conversion experiment using similar experimental
conditions as in Rg. 1(a). Here the single-beam transmis
sion was up-converted with 2 ps gating pulses in a nonlin
ear crystal, and the sum frequency signal was spectrally
analyzed for various gate delays. The rise time of the
third peak is almost as fast as that of the normal-mode
peaks within the ps-time resolution. While the quality fac
tor determines the photon lifetime in the cavity and thus
the lifetime of the normal-mode peaks, the third peak per
sists longer. This feature agrees with [17] indicating that
long living intraband coherences are involved.
In principle, a third transmission peak can also be caused
by disorder scattering interfering in a nontrivial way with
the polarization [2]. It does not explain the dependence of
the third peak on the probe intensity seen in Fig. 2. We
investigated a microcavity, specially grown with a higher
amount of disorder in the quantum well, and found that the
third peak is harder, not easier, to see. Note also that our
results have been obtained in a very different regime than
the strong pumping experiments of Ref. [18]. The third
peak reported by us is seen in low intensity data before

the nonperturbative splitting collapses. Furthermore, in
contrast to the observations in [18] where the sideband
splitting increases our normal-mode peaks do not shift with
increasing pump intensities.
In conclusion, we have shown that quantum fluctuations
of the light field in the presence of a coherent polarization
can lead to a very distinct effect, namely, to a pronounced
third peak energetically located between the two normalmode peaks. This effect is a consequence of the coupling
between the coherent excited polarization and the quantum
fluctuations of the light.
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